
HOMEWORK 1 
Due: February 17 
 
 
Problem 1 (20 Points) 
 
Consider a satellite sensor located at 800 km altitude. It views a dark ocean scene in 
nadir. The radiance measured at 0.5 µm is 50 W m-2 sr-1 µm -1. The telescope optics 
gives a pixel size of 250 m on the Earth. There is a 100 nm spectral filter at the 0.5 
µm wavelength before the detector. How many photons will be accumulated by the 
detector in 10ms exposure? Assume that the collecting area of the detector is 100 
cm2.  
 
 
Problem 2 (20 Points) 
 
The emissivity of sand at 9.5 µm is about 0.5. Ignoring the atmospheric effects, 
calculate the radiance measured by a detector at 9.5 µm,  assuming that sand has 
T=230 K. Then calculate the brightness temperature of sand.  
 
 
Problem 3 (30 Points) 
 
The mass absorption coefficient is often used in calculations of IR radiation. This 
requires a knowledge of the amount of an absorber in [mass] [length]-2.  

1) TOMS (Total ozone mapping spectrometer) is a satellite sensor used to 
retrieve the total column ozone amount. Ozone amount is reported in Dobson 
units. Link to TOMS web site http://toms.gsfc.nasa.gov/index.html and find 
the today’s ozone amount over the Georgia. Convert the total ozone in 
Dobson units to absorber amount in g/cm2. 

2) Water vapor amount is measured in precipitable cm or inches, which is the 
height of the column of water resulting from condensing all of the water 
vapor out. At September 5, the Atlanta radiosonde recorded 0.56 inches. 
Convert this to absorber amount in  g/cm2. 

3) Carbon dioxide concentration is measured in parts per million by volume 
(ppmv). There are small seasonal and geographical variations and an 
increasing trend, but the current value is about 370 ppmv (as measured at 
the  NOAA Mauna Loa Observatory, Hawaii). Convert this concentration to 
an absorber amount in g/cm2  above the Mauna Loa  (3400 m altitude, 680 
mb pressure). 

 
Problem 4 (30 Points) 
 
Show that the ratio of the Lorentz halfwidth to the Doppler halfwidth is 
approximately proportional to air density. Obtain an expression for the air density 
at which the Lorentz and the Doppler halfwidths (at half max) are equal.    


